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Russian Revelry
In 1952, U.S. Air Force Russian
language specialists attended the
Syracuse University United States
Air Force Institute of Technology,
the first one-year intensive special
language training program of its
kind offered at the University. For
eight hours a day, the students
studied grammar, reading, and
writing in Muscovite Russian. One
session a day was set aside for
learning Russian songs and poetry, and each day ended with a
two-hour homework assignment.

On July 20, 2002, 16 of the original 50 language institute alumni
returned with their families to
Syracuse for a 50th reunion celebration. "The true bonding we established at SU came forth," says
Eli Marposon III '58, one of the
reunion hosts. "We came together
as if we had just walked out of one
of the institute classrooms."
The group, which included the
former agricultural attache to
Moscow, the former president of
the University of Missouri, and a
former CIA member, met at the

ATimeless Tribute
DO I STILL BELONG AT SU? Am I still a part of this
place? These may be some of the questions you
ask yourself when contemplating a visit to campus-a place you once called home. It's a special
place where you greeted friends as you walked
across the Quad and where you truly felt part of a
community. I think we have all wondered, "Can I
go home again?"
Now you can always be a part of this place in a
permanent way by including your name in the
Orange Grove, a beautiful outdoor space defined
by a grove of trees graced with sculpture and
benches for quiet reflection. Located adjacent to
the Quad in front of Bowne Hall, the Orange Grove
will feature the names of alum ni permanently
engraved in slate, thereby ensuring that they are
part of a lasting tribute to the many generations
of students who have made Syracuse University
so great.
I invite you to review the detailed information
on the back cove r of this magazine and sign up
now to be a part of the Orange Grove. Make sure
your name, or the name of someone you love, is
etched in stone as a timeless remembrance of
your years on the Hill.

Lit Breul O'Rourke '77
Associate Vice President for Alumni Relations
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Syracuse University United St ates Air Force Institute of Technology alumni gathered at
the Turning Stone Casino and Resort in Oneida, New York, for t heir soth reunion.

Orange Bytes
Slices of news from campus to you
ORANGE BYTES IS YOUR SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY E-NEWSLETTER

designed to keep you updated on various news topics pertaining to
SU. You will get a "slice" of the latest on faculty research, academic
development, innovations around campus, and other topics in the
SU news. You can be updated quickly, or link to in-depth coverage
on any story.
Check your e-mail for the latest online newsletter direct to
you from the Syracuse University Office of Alumni
Relations. If you don't receive Orange Bytes and
would like to, register online now at
www.syracuse.edu/alumni.
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tavinu In ouch
If you want information on:
,... Alumni events
,... The SU Alumni Online Community
,... The SU alumni club in your area
Visit the Office of Alumni Relations
web site at www.syracuse.edu/alumni
and click on the appropriate link, or
callt-8oo-SUALUMS (782-5867).

Turning Stone Casino and Resort in
Oneida, New York, and spent three days
in the Syracuse area. They toured the SU
campus, visited the former Collendale
campus (now Manley Field House)
where the language institute was located, enjoyed a private luncheon at the
Varsity, and visited the site of the former
Wanda's Restaurant. "We celebrated our
last night at a private dinner at Turning
Stone, where we exchanged anecdotes
from our various exciting worldwide
tours of duty," Marposon says.
The Russian language specialists are
already planning their next reunion for
2004 in San Diego, California, at the
Hotel Del Coronado. For more information, contact Marposon at 214 Bronson
Road, Syracuse NY 13219; 315-488-2162;
Eliaerisk@aol.com.

Kindred Spirits
This is the third in a series of stories about
multigenerational SU families.

Cindy Faigle Evans '64 boasts of having orange blood in her veins. With 23
Faigle alumni spanning three generations, her family heritage truly stems
from SU soil.
The Faigle family legacy began in
1920 when Cindy's mother, Lucy Pelton
'24, won a $50 scholarship to use at any
New York State college. She selected SU,
where her award covered half her
yearly tuition. After graduation Lucy
stayed in Syracuse, where she met and
married Eric Faigle '28, who went on
to become a prominent professor and
vice president of Syracuse University.

SU alumni walked along the beaches of Normandy during a World War l l in Europe tour last summer.

Along with academia, Eric and Lucy
loved SU sports. Eric was an assistant
track coach, and Lucy never missed a
football or basketball game. Even at age
96, the year before her death in 1999,
Lucy rallied fans in the Carrier Dome to
cheer on the Orangemen. Naturally, Eric
and Lucy raised their children on SU
sports. Cindy remembers going to Archbold Stadium as a child to see football
games. "Some days I sat at games with
my feet frozen solid, and other days I
couldn't get enough of the crisp fall air
and beautiful blue skies," she says.
Whatever the weather, Cindy loved to
watch as drum majorette Dottie Grover
'53 twirled her baton across the field.
"Dottie was the most glamorous person
to me as a kid," Cindy says.
In 1971 , several Faigle family members came back to campus for the dedication of the Hall of Languages in Eric's
honor. Cindy's cousin, Joan Faigle
Hallenbeck '52, and her husband, Alfred "Skip" Hallenbeck '52, a former
honorary SU trustee, were among those
present. "Since so many Faigle family
members attended SU, the weekend
served as both college and family reunions, " Cindy says.
While Joan and Skip's three children
graduated from SU, Cindy's two opted
for other schools. "My kids were the mavericks of the family," Cindy says. "But I
hope to convince the next generation to
continue our tradition on the Hill."

World War II Revisited
Syracuse University alumni who took
part in the two-week World War II in
Europe tour last summer followed the
footsteps of American soldiers who
fought in World War II, from their landing on the Normandy beaches of France
to their capture of Berlin in Germany.
In France, group members walked the
beaches of Normandy and paid their respects at the famous American Cemetery near Omaha Beach. In Germany,
they glided along the Elbe in a riverboat
and spent three days in Berlin, viewing
the many historic items in museums
and visiting the site of the "Big Three"
conference of Harry Truman, Winston
Churchill, and Joseph Stalin in 1945.
"The trip was interesting and successful," says Samuel H. Talley G'66, whose
older brother fought with the U.S .
troops in Europe during World War II. A
Korean War veteran, Talley was joined
on the tour by his 16-year-old grandson,
Phillip M. Arnone, who is a World War
II history buff.
The trip also featured West Point
graduates and Vietnam War veterans
who presented lectures each morning
and held educational sessions on 8 of
the 14 days. "The hosts were extraordinarily well informed on military affairs
and explained the military operations of
the U.S. soldiers in Europe," Talley says.
In addition to visiting World War II
battle sites, the tour offered plenty of
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African American and Latino alumni
gathered for the Coming Back
Together VII reunion held on
campus September 19-22.
Following registration (far left),
participants enjoyed a variety of
workshops and social events
designed to reconnect them with
each other and SU, including a
luncheon for young alumni (upper
right) at the Chancellor's residence,
and a ceramics demonstration
presented by studio arts professor
David MacDonald (lower right).

leisure time for alumni to stroll the
avenues of Paris, explore a champagne
cellar in Reims, France, enjoy wine tasting at the leading Rhineland vineyard in
Germany, and dine at the Semper Opera
House Restaurant in Dresden, Germany.
FOR INFORMATION ON ALUMNI TRAVEl
OPPORTUNITIES, contact Tina Casella in
the Office of Alumni Relations at
1-Soo-SUAlUMS or e-mail cscasel/@syr.edu.

ACapital Idea
The Syracuse University Alumni Club
of Washington, D.C., hosts a variety of
events throughout the year to help keep
SU's spirit alive in the nation's capital. In
May, the group participated in the D.C.
Servathon by donating its time to help
paint the third floor of the Community for
Creative Non-Violence, the largest homeless shelter in the country. "I think we
helped make a difference," says Charlene Wilson '95, the alumni club president. "We helped them do some work
that needed to be done-work that may
have been a lower priority for them,
given the other responsibilities required
to keep the shelter going."
For National Orange Day last March,
the alumni group poured its efforts into
cups of water at the 15-mile mark of the
inaugural D.C. Marathon. About 15 club
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members helped man the water station
while a few others laced up their running
shoes and joined in the race. "Some of
the runners stopped by to say hello and
thank us for the support," Wilson says.
Every January the club supports the
Orangemen by selling about 1,000 tickets to the Syracuse vs. Georgetown
men's basketball match-up. During the
summer, the group hosts a send-off
party for incoming freshmen from the
surrounding area at the Paul Greenberg
House, the University's extension in
D.C., and in the fall, financial planning
seminars are presented by two SU alumni
from American Express. The group also

plans to award a scholarship to a student
from the D.C. area currently attending
Syracuse. For more information, or to get
involved with the club, visit SUinDC.org.

Retiring Club Presidents
Five alumni club presidents recently
completed their terms of office. We thank
them for their continuing commitment.
Albany: Patricia Hernandez '57, G'67
Central New York: George Stafford '48, G'72
Houston: James Davin '80
Jersey Shore: Arlene Bluestone '55
Western Pennsylvania: Stephen Altherr '83

Join The Club
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO GET INVOLVED with your local alumni club. Clubs participate in a variety of activities, including game-watching events, networking opportunities, new student recruiting, and community service projects.

Visit the Office of Alumni Relations web site:
www.syracuse.edu/alumni
Click on "alumni clubs" below the "activities" link on our home page There you
will find a complete listing of all our regional and specialty clubs, as well as the
club contact's name, phone number, and e-mail address. For information on the
club nearest you, contact the person listed or call the Office of Alumni Relations
at t-8oo-782·5867.
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Judith H. Seinfeld '56

Class Notes
Send us news of your accomplishments along with a photo. Items
w ill appear in the magazine and on the SU web site. Send to:
Alumni Editor, Alumni News, 820 Comstock Avenue, Room 308,
Syracuse NY 13244-5040; fax 315-443-5425.

'30s

N.Y., f or her distingu ished career in
advancing the arts and making
arts and cultural opport unities
more widely available.

Michael Lavigna '34 {ESF) of
Cohoes, N.Y., celebrated his goth

Terri Seidman '55 {SDA), an interior

birthday. Known as the "Garlic

decorator from Westhampton

Guru of the Capita l Dist rict,"

Beach, N.Y., received the American

Lavigna grows 1,ooo garlic plant s

Heart Associat ion's Humanitarian

and gives away the cloves.

Service Award for her dy namic
commitment to a broad range of
commun ity organizations.

'40s

Antoinette Spano '55 {EDU) of
Folsom, Calif., is a ret ired t eacher
who substitute t eaches and

Patrick E. McCarthy ' 48 {A&S),
ret ired president of M cCarthy
Chevrolet-Buick in Oneida, N.Y.,
received the Four Avenues of

tutors. She completed a special
educat ion longitudinal study f or
the U.S. Office of Special
Education.

Service Citat ion for Individual
Rot arians from the Rotary Club.

Anne McCorquodale Dahl '57 {HD)

McCarthy and his w ife, Pat ricia, won

of Sarasot a, Fla., received the

nine medals in t he 2002 Empire
State Senior Games and qualif ied to

Ernestine Block Grigsby Award
f rom t he Delta Delta Delta frater-

compet e in the 2003 National

nity. The aw ard is given to an

Games in Virginia Beach, Va.

alumna member who has given
outstanding service to her alum-

Talmadge Tillman G' 49 (MAN) is

nae chapter.

feat ured in A White-Collar
WilliamM.

Profession: African American
Certified Public Accountants Since
1921,

Edmunds ' 57
{ECS) of Canal

a book by Theresa A.

Hammond that chronicles t he his-

Wi nchester,

tory of African America n exclusion

Ohio, received
the Award of

from t he accounting f ield.

M erit and t he accompanying tit le

'50s

of Fellow f rom ASTM Internat ional, formerly America n Society
for Testing and M aterials.

Dean M. Mullavey '52 {VPA) of
North Hatley, Ca nada, reti red from
t eaching at Champlain Regional
College.

received an honorary doctoral

Janet T. Langsam ' 55 {HD), executive director of t he Westchester

degree from Green M ountain

Arts Council, w as honored by the

College in Poultney, Vt .

Hudson River Museum in Yonkers,

FUTURISTS SPECULATE THAT AMERICANS ENTERING THE JOB
market today can expect to change vocations several times dur·
ing their careers. If that's true, the life of Judith H. Seinfeld, one
of the newest members of SU's Board ofTrustees, is a model for
success in the 21st century. The New York City native came to
Syracuse focused on a teaching career, earning a bachelor's
degree in elementary education from the School of Education.
Within a year of graduation, she completed an M.A. degree at
Columbia University's Teachers College and secured her first classroom assignment. A dedicated second-grade teacher, she rose in
the ranks to become an assistant principal in the Garden City, Long
Island, school district. The path,
it seemed, lay clear before her.
"But life took a different
course-something that happens often, I think-and circumstances made it necessary for
me to go into business with my
brother," she says.
As co-owner of Balenciaga
Perfumes International, she
served as senior vice president
for sales in the United States,
Puerto Rico, and Canada. While
conventional wisdom might
have dismissed a teacher as
unprepared for this kind of role,
Seinfeld believes the opposite
was true. "I found that everything I had learned about educating a human being came into
play in the business world," she says. "You need to have strong
powers of assessment, you need to demonstrate leadership, and,
perhaps most of all, you need clarity about your goals. You need
a philosophy of 'how to get up that mountain."' She heartily recommends giving some time to teaching before entering the business world. "I have met women in banking and other major businesses," she says, "and they concurred that it was an extraordinary stroke of luck that they started out in teaching."
Today, as head of Heritage Management Company, a real
estate investment business in Ridgewood, New Jersey, Seinfeld
pursues a range of philanthropic and civic interests. These
include her service as a trustee of Nantucket Cottage Hospital
(she has a 300-year-old vacation home on the Massachusetts
island) and as a member of the Historical District Committee of
the Borough of Saddle River, New Jersey, as well as her efforts for
the University, which are considerable. In addition to serving as a
trustee, she is a member of the School of Education Advisory
Board, the Chancellor's Council, and the Society of Fellows, and
has also supported the University Lectures.
With love and respect for her first profession never far from her
heart, she recently established the judith H. Greenberg Seinfeld
Prize in Creative Teaching at SU. "This prize will be awarded to
students who overcome adversity and want to teach," she says.
"I want it to go to people who turn lemons into lemonade. If they
can do it in their own lives, I know they can do it in the lives
of others."
-David Marc
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Robert S. Rigolosi '57 (A&S). a

and illustrates advertising

Parenthood of the Rochester/

Deborah Glasser Abilock ' 63 (A& S)

kidney specialist at Holy Name
Hospital in Teaneck, N.J., was in-

material.

Greater Syracuse region, received
the Rochester Women's Network

of Palo Alto, Ca lif., is editor of
Knowledge Quest, an online

" W" Awa rd, wh ich honors women
advance women.

companion to the Journal of the
American Associat ion of School
Librarians.

John Stratakos ' 62, G'78 (ECS) of

Caryl E. Buchwald G' 63 (A&S) of

dents with learning disabilities in

San Jose, Calif., is vice president of
MKSIInstruments.

Northfield, M inn., retired from
Carlton College as t he McBride

the Los Angeles Unified School

Walter E. Wlodarski ' 62 (Utica

stalled as the 21oth president of
the Medical Society of New Jersey,
the oldest medical society in the

'60s

who work to inspire, lead, and

nation.
Sukumar Mukherjea G'58 (ESF), a
retired emeritus professor under
the government of India, is study-

Joanne Feierstein Fox '61 (A&S) of
Beverly Hills, Calif., teaches stu-

Professor Emeritus of Geology and

ing astrology and palmistry.

District.

College) of Summit, N.J., is a finan-

Dominick Ciarla '59 (VPA) of

Carol Stewart Love ' 62 (A&S/

cial consult ant with the Salem

NEW), president of Planned

Financial Grou p.

Memphis, N.Y., owns Studio

Environmental Studies.
James A. Corl ' 65 (A&S) is rector of
Christ Episcopal Church in
Manlius, N.Y.

Doctor, a company that designs

Daniel H. Henning G' 65 (MAX) of
Polson, Mont., wrote t he book,

David Rockwell '79

Tree Talk and Tales (XIibris).
Harriet Scooler Nazarete '65 (A& S)

ARCHITECT DAVID ROCKWELL ALMOST DIDN'T
make it t hrough his first week at Syracuse. On his
first day, Professor Siegfried Snyder instructed
his class to sketch something on campus. " I did a "
detailed drawing of the base ~
of a tree and my sandal," ~
Rockwell says. "When we
returned to the studio, the
guy next to me had done an
unbelievable drawing of the
entire campus. I went to see
Professor Snyder, concerned
that I was already behind,
but he told me the fact that I
hadn't studied architecture
before just meant I had less
to unlearn."
What he learned-or unlearned-is now beside the
point. Since completing his
studies, Rockwell has built a
go-member firm and has created stylish designs for such
projects as the Children's
Hospital at Montefiore in the Bronx, New York, the
Kodak Theatre (new home of the Academy
Awards) in Hollywood, California, headquarters for
McCann-Erickson advertising agency in New York
City, the Mohegan Sun Casino in Uncasville,
Connecticut, and a home for the Cirque du Solei! in
Orlando, Florida. "Each project is very different,"
Rockwell says. "But they share a similar intent, to
create engaging places- places where people feel
alive, where the familiar and the unfamiliar rub up
against each other so they're reinvented in a way
that gives them a new point of view."
Rockwell's work represents a blend of many
interests. The youngest of five brothers, he developed a passion for theater when his chorea·
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grapher mother involved him in community productions. When he was 10 years old, his family
moved to Mexico, where he was drawn to the
country's dramatic public
spaces. "I loved the marketplaces, the dynamic structures of the bullrings, the
sense of the plazas as public
theater," Rockwell says. "My
interest in theater evolved
from the productions themselves to the spaces that
house the .theaters."
Early in his career, Rockwell worked for several different architectural firms. In
1984, he caught the public's
attention with Sushi-Zen,
a New York City restaurant
that he designed while
moonlighting. He started
his own business from
there, creating highly dramatic restaurant interiors
for such clients as the
Monkey Bar, Nobu, and Grand Central Terminal.
Since then, the firm has worked with Sony, the
Coca-Cola Company, the Bronx Zoo, and many
ot her national and international clients. " Every
project we undertake has its thrilling element,"
Rockwell says. "We try to find projects to get
excited about."
Rockwell continually seeks new challenges,
recently returning to the theater to design sets for
the Broadway musical Hairspray. "Theater is
about creative individuals collaborating to create
this magical thing," he says. "That's the model we
bring to architecture. We're interested in inventing
places that emotionally connect with people."
- Kathryn Smith

of Flemington, N.J., ow ns Affiliat ed
Support Brokers, wh ich serves the
needs of individuals with developmental disabilities t hrough the
New Jersey Self-Det ermination
program.

after 31
years of service. He served in various command and staff positions
in the United States, Germany,
and Vietnam, incl uding staff officer for Genera l Colin Powell. Upon
retirement, he received t he Legion
of M erit f rom t he Secret ary of the
Army.
Thomas F. McCarthy G' 66 (EDU) of
Davidson, N.C., is president of HRS
Consulting.
Eric Mower ' 66 (A&S), G'68
(NEW), chairman and CEO of Eric
M ow er & Associates in Syracuse,
is chairman of the Erie Ca nalway
Nat ional Heritage Corridor
Commission, which w as creat ed t o
preserve t he historical importa nce
of t he Erie Ca nal and promote
tourism, economic development ,
and recreation.
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launched a new career as a fiction

particularly, but not exclusively,

writer. He has written two novels,

focusing on themes of medicine

The White Squirrel and Under the

and healing.

Burdock Weed, and is working on

his third, The Cherry Tree (Northern Liberties Press}, scheduled for

publication in spring 2003-

Peter A. Gabauer Jr. '67 (A&S),
G'70 (LAW) has been appointed to
the Benefits Review Board by U.S.
Secretary of Labor Elaine L. Chao.
He will help handle black lung and
longshore-harbor claims.
Elsa L. Henderson '67, G'7o (VPA),
product information manager for
Qwest Broadband Services in Denver, created a community-oriented
web site, ColoradoDogParks.com.
David I. McWhirter G'67 (1ST) lives
in a retirement village in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Kenneth Sheinkopf '67 (A&S), G'69
(NEW), associate director of the
Florida Solar Energy Center, completed the third edition of his book,
Consumer Guide to Solar Energy. He
was named a Fellow of the American Solar Energy Society in recognition of his volunteer service.
Fredrick Rivenson '68 (A&S) of
Edison, N.J., is a financial manager
for Lockheed M artin.
John Cesar '69 {ESF), '70 (ECS) of
Absecon, N.J., retired from the
Federal Aviation Administration
after 30 years of service as an airspace system inspection pilot.
Kent Chabotar G'6g, G'73 (MAX),
the eighth president of Guilford
College in Greensboro, N.C., also
joined the faculty as a professor
of political science.

Mary L. Cotter '69 (VPA), president
ofTime Warner Cable's Central
New York Division in Syracuse, was
honored at the Temple Adath
Yeshurun's annual Citizen of the
Year dinner.
Bonnie A. St. Andrews G'69 (EDU),
G'74, G'So (A&S), Distinguished
Teaching Professor at the Center
for Bioethics and Humanities at
SUNY Upstat e M edica l University
in Syracuse, is editor of The
Healing Muse: A Journal of Literary
and Visual Arts. The journal fea-

tures writings and works of art

Gregory Thompson G'71 (LAW) is
senior vice president of employee
relations and operations at the
Boston Globe.

Peter Yenawine '69 (VPA), a crystal
glass artist, created a perfectly
proportioned 200-pound, 36-inch
ta II replica of the World Trade
Center Towers commissioned by
the National Liberty Museum in
Philadelphia.

I

Paul J. Dilella '70 (A&S), English
department chair, drama teacher,
and playwright, was honored as
Pahrump (Nev.) Valley High School
Teacher of the Year.

Sinai Medical Center Foundation.

Anita York Sawyer '70 (A&S) of
Raleigh, N.C., is manager of biological sciences at Becton
Dickinson & Company.
Glenn J. Amster
'71 (A&S) of
Seattle, Wash., is
a partner at Lane
Powell Spears
- . . . - - Lubersky. He was
elected chairman of the board of
trustees of the Cornish College of
the Arts.

Karen Lane Rood '71 (A&S) of
Columbia, S.C., wrote the book,
Understanding Annie Proulx

(University of South Carolina Press).

Sandra Smeltzer Russell '71 (A&S)
of DeWitt, N.Y., is an English
teacher at Skaneateles High
School.

Karen Lipschultz DeC row G'72
(LAW) of Jamesville, N.Y., an attorney, author, and lecturer specializing in employment law, civil liberties, and gender and age discrimination, received the Service to
Society Award from the Northwestern University Alumni Association. The award recognizes
the voluntary efforts of alumni in
various areas that contribute to
the advancement of causes or the
improvement of society.

Fred L. Pollack '73 (A&S), G'74, G'n
(MAX) of Port Washington, N.Y.,
was elected to his second term as
a councilman for the town of
North Hempstead.
Robert M. Sullivan G'73 (MAX) of
Albany, N.Y., is president of the
Col lege of St. Rose.

Bernard J. Graney G'74, G'79 (EDU)
of Easthampton, Mass., was
named Distinguished Professor of
Humanics at Springfield College in
Massachusetts. The humanics philosophy emphasizes education of
the whole person in spirit, mind,
and body, for leadership in service
to others.

Ilene Greenfield Lumpkin '72
(A&S/NEW) of Pequannock, N.J.,
is public relations director for
the long-term care division
of the Saint Barnabas Health
Care System Nursing and
Rehabilitation Centers and
Assisted Living Residences.
Robert J. Nichols '72 (A&S) has a
law practice in Tulsa, Okla.
Robert G. Ortwine '72 (A&S)
received a master of arts degree in
demography and population studies from Georgetown University in
Washington, D.C.
Jan A. Burman '73, G'75 (MAN) was
named 2001 Business Person of the
Year by the Long Island News
Review, and the Commercial
Industrial Brokers Society of Long
Island 2002 Developer of the Year
for his purchase of the former
Grumman/Calverton Air Force Base
in Riverhead, Long Island. He is president of Burman Properties and
Engel Burman Senior Housing,
both based in East Meadow, N.Y.
Bismarck Myrick G'73 (MAX), U.S.
Ambassador to the Republic of
Liberia, received an honorary

Miles M. Jackson G'74 (NEW) of
Kaneohe, Hawaii, wrote the book,
And They Came: A Brief History
and Annotated Bibliography of
Blacks in Hawaii (Four-G

Publishers).

Marion S. McAvey G'74 (A&S) of
Shrewsbury, Mass., is a professor
of humanities at Becker College in
Worcester, M ass.
Robert C. Mohrmann '74 (A&S) of
Centerport, N.Y., is in sales at First
Data Corporation.

Robert E. Kalaf Sr. '75 (MAN) of
Atlanta is a corporate controller
for Data Path.
Sinforosa Tan G'75 (EDU) of
Pelham Manor, N.Y., the Sophia &
Joseph Abeles Endowed
Professorial Chair in Mathematics
at Westchester Community
College, published a number of
articles, including "Calculators in
Education: A Survey of Calculator
Technology in the West./Put. High
Schools"; "College Algebra with
Trigonometry"; and "Graphing
Ca lculators ... What Needs to be
Done to Integrate Its Use in the
M athematics Curriculum."

degree from Spelman College in

Phyllis Byrd
Stibler '71 (VPA)
of M anchester,
N.H., is president
of Stibler
Associat es
Interior Design. Her company has
provided interior consultation for
corporations and ed ucation and
health care facilities nationwide
for 20 years.

Atlanta. His hometown of

Daniel J. Valenti G'75 (NEW) hosts

Portsmouth, Va., also recognized

the Dan Valenti Show, a daily morn-

him by naming two streets in his
honor: Bismarck Myrick Street and

ing drive, general interest ta lk
show on WBRK-AM 1340 in Pitts-

Bismarck Myrick Crescent.

field, Mass. He also is a columnist
for t he Berkshire Eagle and is an
adjunct professor of English at
Berkshire Community College.
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Sally F. Cutler G'76 (A&S), presi-

Michael F. Hogan G'77 (EDU),

Chancellor's Award for Teaching

dent of Word-Wrights lncorpor·

director of the Ohio Department

Excellence.

ated in Syracuse, wrote the book,

of Mental Health, was appointed

Designing and Writing MessageBased Audit Reports.

by President George W. Bush to
chair the New Freedom Commission on Mental Health.

Casablanca, Morocco, is manager
ofWalsman & Associates.

Derek B. Kemp '79 (MAN) is commanding officer of the U.S. Naval

Wayne, Pa., is pharmaceutical

include the Legion of Merit, Meri-

account manager for SAlC.

torious Service Medal, Navy Com-

associate professor in the School of
Business and Economics at Lynch-

mendation Medal, and various
campaign and unit awards.

lence in Teaching Award for his pro-

category, for the second year in a

fessional and personal commit-

row, from the International

ment to students.

Association of Web Masters and
Designers. The award is presented

Robert B. Ward '77 (A&S/NEW) of

to those whose web site designs,
originality, and content have
achieved levels of excellence
deserving recognition.

Deborah DiSesa Hirsh '76 (NEW)
and husband Larry of Stamford,
Conn., announce the birth of their
son, Phillip Randle. She is a magazine writer.

Delmar, N.Y., wrote the book, New

York State Government: What It
Does, How It Works (Rockefeller
Institute of Government).

Toni Whitaker '77 (HDIVPA) was
featured by the Houston Chapter
of the Women of the NAACP during the 2002 NAACP Nationa l
Convention. She produced the

Kenneth P. Ruscio G'79, G'S3

siona l president at Wicks Business

daughter Megan Gene, who joins

(MAX), is dean of the University

brother Chaz. Byrnes is director of
customer support for Cadence

Leadership Studies.

Design Systems.

Jill Stockwell '79 (A&S/NEW) of

Nancy J. Nelson
'S1 (EDU) is

New York City is executive editor
of Grace Magazine, a publication

depa rtment chair

for full-fash ioned women. She

of special educa-

published the book, Guide to Tarot
of the Sephiroth, companion to
Tarot of the Sephiroth.

tion at Stimson

'80s

Middle School in
the South Huntington Free School
District in Huntington Station, N.Y.

Richard J. Oparil 'S1 (A&S) is a
partner in the Wash ington, D.C.,
law office of Patton Boggs. He
specia lizes in white-collar crime,

African American accessory and
fashion designers.

complex civil litigation, and intellectual property litigat ion.

Information.

JeffreyS. Seiden 'S1 (ECS) is vice

Thomas P. Lauth G'76 (MAX) of

president of corporate develop-

Athens, Ga., is dean of the

son, Chase

University of Georgia's new School
of Public and International Affairs.
manities from

Lise Lemcke-Smith '76 (NEW) of

and wife Tracy of Morganville, N.J.,

of Richmond's Jepson School of

fashion show that highlighted

Maile Hulihan '76 (NEW) is divi-

Charles B. Byrnes Ill 'S1, G'S4 (ECS)
announce the birth of their

burg College in Lynchburg, Va.,
received the Shirley Rosser Excel-

Melvin L. Wilson G'So (ECS) of

Base in San Diego. His decorations

Joseph Turek '77 (A&S), G'7S (MAX),

Award in the advertising agency

Steven J. Wills 'So (ECS) of

ment for Pervasive Software in

Holran. She is a realtor associate

Austin, Texas. He focuses on

with Prudential CT Realty in
Stamford, Conn.

growth initiatives, incl uding product strategies, mergers and acqu icooperative ventures in emerging

the University of West Florida. An

Rochester, N.Y., is news director for
WROC-TV.

international pilot for Delta Air
Lines, Davis won the Outstanding

Linda M . Littlejohn 'So (SWK),
G'S2 (MAX/ SWK) is assistant dean
of enrollment management in the

business areas.

Jill Sneider G'76 (EDU), G'94 (HD),

Graduate Student award for his

adjunct instructor in the Depart-

thesis, "Mythosophy: The W isdom
of Myth."

College of Human Services and

Jay Blotcher 'S2 (A&S/ NEW) of

ment of Child and Family Studies
in SU's College of Human Services
and Health Professions, presented
the workshop, "A Centered Self:
Leading Others in Exploring Their
Sexuality," at the American

Gisele Martinez Medina '7S (SWK)

al conference in Miami, Fla.

Salem Ahmed AI-Nashi '77 (ECS) is
manager of parallel education at
the Public Authority for Applied
Education and Training in
Khalidiah, Kuwa it.

Cynthia Probst 'So (EDU) of

ing cards ca rried in 10 st ores

member in the intensive English

Cambridge, Mass., wrote Adoption

across the country and on line at

Program of Houston Community

Lifebook:A Bridge to Your Child's
Beginnings (Boston Adoption

College.

Alex H. Westfried G'7S (MAX) of

Press of America).

Kathleen Filtch Cantone '79
(A&S/EDU), G'S2 (EDU), associat e

Robert A. Fernald 'S2 (A&S) is t he
new president and ch ief executive

al adoptive fami lies.

officer of th e Down East Enter-

Frank A. Romano G'So (A&S) of

prise publishing corporation,

Southbury, Conn., wrote the book,

Reinventing the Culture of
Womanhood in America and
Brazil, an Anthropological
Perspective: Models for the 21st
Century 1964-2001 (University

wwwjayboygreetings.com.

Press), a workbook for internation -

Jacksonville, Ala., is head of the
biology department at Jackson-

locat ed in Rockport, M aine.

Jeffry R. Haber 'S2, G'S2 (MAN) of

ville State University.

Brooklyn, N.Y., is an assist ant pro-

Richard D. Siegal 'So (NEW) of

fessor at lana College in New

Cu lver City, Calif., is group creative
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High Fa lls, N.Y., launched Jayboy
Greetings, a personal line of greet -

of Sugar Land, Texas, is a faculty

Association of Sex Educators,
Counselors, and Therapists nation-

Health Professions at Syracuse
University.

sitions, external partnerships, and

Rochelle, N.Y.

director at Young & Rubicam/
Irvine. He also is an executive pro-

professor of m athematics at

ducer of Home Movie, a documen-

Onondaga Community College in
Syracuse, w as awarded the SUNY

t ary directed by Chris Smith, who
also directed American Movie.
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the Year award by the Pacific

Alice H. Sebold '84 (A&S) of Long

David Siroty '85 (A& SINEW) of

silver medals in the U.S. Rowing

Coast region's Wound, Ostomy,
and Continence Society of

Beach, Calif., wrote the critically
acclaimed novel, The Lovely Bones

Westfield, N.J., wrote The Hit Men
and the Kid Who Batted Ninth: Big-

Southwest Masters Regional
Championships held in Rancho

America.

(Little, Brown, & Co).

gio, Valentin, Vaughn and Robinson

Cordova, Calif. A former member

Together Again in the Big Leagues

of the SU crew team, Aust in is a

Ronald Shaiko G'82, G'89 (MAX),

Mark T. Shay '84 (ECS) is founder

associate professor of government

and CEO of Educational Direc-

at Dartmouth College in Hanover,

tories Unlimited, the online ser-

Melissa Austin '86 (VPA) of

N.H., received the Distinguished
Alumni Award from his alma

vice provider of Gradschools.com
and StudyAbroad.com. He has

Berkeley, Calif., won gold and

mater, Ursin us College. The award

launched a third educational

is given annually to a Ursin us

directory, EducationForAdults.com.

graduate who has achieved professional excellence or service to

(Diamond Communications).

photographer at Ca liforn ia Co llege
of Arts & Crafts in Oakland.

Vincent G.J. Rodgers G'82, G'85

David Swirsky '84 (A&S) of Bayside, N.Y., is owner of Ex pressway

humanity.
Frederick Church ' 83 (A&S), G'86

Music, an event-planning and disc
jockey firm. A songwriter, he has

(MAX) of Reynoldsburg, Ohio, is

had a number of his songs pub-

director of tax analysis at the

lished through Brillsongs, a divi-

Ohio Department ofTaxation in

sion of Hilltop Music.

Colum bus.
Lisa A. Coppola

'85 (MAN/ NEW),
G'89 (LAW) is a

Susan Foltin Rohrmeier ' 83 (VPA)
and husband Anton of Red Hook,
N.Y., announce the birth of their

partner with

son Evan Lawrence, who j oins

Rupp, Baase,
Pfalzgraf &

big brother Christian Anton.
Rohrmeier is owner of Plum

Cunningham in Buffalo, N.Y. She

Design, a graphic design firm.

counsels corporat e and individual
clients regarding litigation and
business matters.

Stempien G'83
{MAX) of

Kirsten Weisner Flynn '85 (VPA)

Syracuse is an

won a fourth-place award in the

associat e profes-

Universa l Home Design compet i-

sor at Mohawk

tion sponsored by the International Furnishings and Design

Valley Community College in
Utica, N.Y., where he t eaches in
the Department of Social Science
and Criminal Justice.

Associat ion.
Bari Hochwald '85 (VPA) started her
own business, Money Matters, a

Sara Nichols Eisenstein ' 84 (NEW)

workshop and lecture series on

of M aplewood, N.J., is a Grammynominat ed director/executive pro-

basic personal finance f or artist s,
young adult s, and teens. Her web

ducer at Emotiona l Pictures

address is www.barihochwald.com.

Corporation in New York Cit y.
Emotional Pictures sold its fi rst
t elevision series, Total Access 24/7,

Ruth Kaufman G'85 (NEW/LAW) of
Ch icago is an account manager
for West Group.

to ABC Family.
William
Fredrickson G' 84
(VPA) is associat e
dean for gradu-

James Lindsay G'85 (A&S) of
Arlington, M ass., wrote the novel,
Brutal M usic (Southern Methodist

University Press).

at e studies and

Jeslee Mohamed '85 (ECS) of Kuala

community

Lumpur, Malaysia, is regional manager ofTenaga Nasional Bhd.

engagement at t he University of
M issouri-Ka nsas City Conservat ory
of Music.

Kraig D. Pritts G'8s (EDU) is superintendent of schools for t he De-

lfejika Okonkwo ' 84 (MAX) of

posit (N.Y.) Central School District.

Rosw ell, Ga., is a consultant wit h
lfej ika Okonkwo & Associat es in
Atlanta.

VI NCENT G.). RODG ERS DISCUSSES PHYSICS SO MADER OF
factly that you'd think he was talking about the weather-which,
in a way, he is. "There are four basic forces in nature," says
Rodgers, an associate professor in the Department of Physics and
Astronomy at the University of Iowa. "You've got the gravitational
force, the strong and weak nuclear forces, and electricity and
magnetism. By the way, electricity and magnetism count as one."
Rodgers has made a career of exploring scientific mysteries
that most people don't even know exist. His current research
interest, superstring theory, is a good example. Succinctly put,
t his area of high-energy physics depicts the fundamental constituents of the universe as tiny vibrating strings.
"Several string theories
have emerged and t here
seems to be a mathematical
thread t hat connects t hem
all," he says. "But is there
another theory that contains
all t hese string theories in
some appropriate limit? One
hope is to be able to describe this 'M-theory' [the
mot her of all string t heories], so that one can circumvent many of the obst ructions to consistency. Today
Vincent Rodgers, left, discusses a
we have some very rough class assignment with a student at
ideas of what this M-theory the University of Iowa.
might look like and these
can be used as a guide to its construction."
Rodgers and his twin brother Victor, who is also a member of
the Iowa faculty, grew up in St. Louis. Though their parents
weren't scientists, the brothers were strongly encouraged to follow their personal interests. "My dad was the editor of the St.
Louis American, a black newspaper, and my mom was a registered nurse and a fi rm believer in books," he says. " They told us,
' If you're good at something, go out there and be good at it!'"
After receiving a bachelor's degree from the University of
Dayton in 1980, Rodgers came to Syracuse to pursue master's
and doctoral degrees in physics. The budding scientist found
institutional support on the Hill comparable to the kind he
received from his family. " When I did my graduate work at SU,
people really didn't seem to care whether I was black," he says.
" It was like a burden was lifted off of me. The faculty treated me
like everyone else, and the campus seemed to have a cosmopolitan, international flavor. I remember calling my parents to
tell t hem about it just after I arrived."
- David Marc
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Trevor McKenzie '86 {VPA} of

Elliott I. Portnoy '86 (A&S} is

S. Ashley Van Slyck '86 {VPA} of

Chappaqua, N.Y., announce the

Jersey City, N.J., is vice president/
general manager for Mainline in

chairman of the national public

Princeton, N.J., is managing partner of CDM Pri nceton, an ad

birth of their son, Sean Joseph.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

law and policy strategies group at
the Sonnenschein Nath & Rosen-

agency.

Overman
ngie, Pa., is

' 86, G'g6

tenured associprofessor at
-"-'~• oeSales University in Center Vall ey, Pa., where he
is head of acting in the perform-

Joanne Pelowski Eddy G'87 {SWK},
director of adult and f amily coun-

thal law firm in Washington, D.C.
Susan DeSilva '87 {VPA} and hus-

seling for the Salvat ion Army in

band Christopher E. Baylow '88

Syracuse, w as named Social

(ARC} of Boston announce the

Worker of the Year by the Central

birth of thei r twin sons, Samuel
Alden and Augustus Edward.

New York chapter of the National
Association of Social Workers.

Susan is a senior art director at
. . . . . .I

niversity of

Tennessee. She is president and

ing and fi ne arts department . He

CEO of Shattell Consulting, pro-

is also a professional actor, director, and fight director.

viding services to health care
organizations nationwide.

Arnold Worldwide, and Christopher is an associate principal at
Payett e Associates.

Maximo Rossi Jr. G'87 (A&S} of
Claremont, Calif., a not ed authority on instructional design and
t ra ining methods, is the new

Lisa Galeano Dunleavy '87
(A& SI NEW} and husband Joe of

provost of Vanguard University.
Jacqueline Hartert Sullivan '87
(A&S} and husband Mark J.
Sullivan G'86 (NEW} of
Morristown, N.J., announce the
birth of their daught er Marga ret

Shannon R. Magari '92

Paige, who j oins big sister Katie.
Donald W. Asselborn '88 (A&S} and

SHANNON R. MAGARI HAS SPENT MUCH OF THE
past five years investigating whether high levels
of fuel oil ash inside a boiler increased Boston factory workers' risk of developing heart and cardiovascular problems. After concluding that the pollutants
affected the workers' heart
rates, she faced the difficult
task of reporting her results
to the workers. "They look
you in the eye and ask,
'Should I continue to go to
work?'" Magari says. "It's a
difficult question. It's my job
to work on solutions so that
I can answer that question
with 'Yes, and let's discuss
how you can do that safely."'
As a consultant with Colden Corporation in Syracuse, Magari provides guidance to businesses, universities, and other agencies
nationwide on occupational health, safety, and
environmental issues in the workplace. Since
graduating from SU's bioengineering program in
1992, the Central New York native completed
master's degrees in engineering science at
Dartmouth College and in public health at Boston
University, and earned a doctoral degree in environm ental health from Harvard University, where
she maintains ties as a visiting scholar. "I've
always been interested in diseases and what
causes them," Magari says. "When I was youn g,
I thought I wanted to be a doctor. Now as an epidemiologist, I do similar analyses as a doctor
working with a patient, only I'm looking at

the health of groups of people."
Epidemiology-the study of diseases within a
population-is only one area of expertise for
Magari. She is also an industrial hygienist, analyzing pollutant levels in air
and workplace materials,
and she uses her engineering background to devise
ways to reduce employees' exposure to contaminants. She is trained to
communi cate the health
risks of workplace pollutants to lay people and to
juries as an expert witness. "I like the variety,"
Magari says. " I never know
what kind of project I'll get
when I answer the phone
each morning.
"The fact is there are
still a lot of hazardous
jobs," Magari says. "The
need for affordable health and safety services in
the small business community is great. One of
my strong interests is to ensure that small
businesses have th e knowledge and means
to be proactive about health and safety."
She also hopes to work with SU on incorporating health and safety into its engineering curriculum, and has volunteered to mentor female students through the University's Women in Science
and Engineering program. " This field is growing
by leaps and bounds," Magari says. "We need to
train future engineers to consider health and
safety issues during the early stages of design."
- Margaret Costello

wife Cathy announce the birth of
their daughter, Abigail. He is vice
president of new business development at On-Target Media in New
Jersey, a company that develops
cust omized advertising programs
for major pharmaceutica l firms.
Janeane Bernstein-Korisky '88,
G' 89 (EDU} and husband Robert
of New port Beach, Calif., announce t he birth of thei r daught er Eliana Rebecca, w ho j oins big
sister Tovia.

Symphony Orchestra .
Nancy E. Coviello ' 88 (A&S} of
Bethesda, M d., earned a master of
art s degree in international commu nications from the America n
University in Washington, D.C. She
is a consult ant w ith Telophase
Corporat ion.
Donna Delucia '88 (A&S} married
Rob Herlihy. She is t he direct or of
research and development at
Hancock Informat ion Group in
Longw ood, Fla.
Mark G. DiPasquale ' 88 (M AN} is
CEO of Charrette ProGraphics, a
$43 million reprographic services
com pany based in Boston.
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Eric Gaily '88 (A& SINEW) of

Northern Virginia Community

Rockville, Md., was the only non-

College-Annandale. She is also an

legislator mentioned as a winner

adjunct Spanish instructor and
coordinator of the Certified

in the

Washington Post annual

Lauren C. O'Donnell 'go (NEW) of

'90s

North Pole, Alaska, is pursuing a
master's degree at the University
of Alaska.

Lisa Krakowiecki Easton 'go (ARC)

column assessing the Maryland

Network Cabling Program and

General Assembly's 2002 legisla-

serves on the national board of

has formed a partnership,

Kristen Rinaldi 'go (HD) of New

tive session. He was cited for engi-

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority as the

Campagna & Easton, a New York

York City is owner of Melting

neering a 34-cent increase in the

Northeast region undergraduate

state's cigarette excise tax on
behalf of the American Cancer
Society and American Heart
Association.

Nancy Ford Grossman '88 (VPA) is
president of the Golden Slipper
Club based in Bala Cynwyd, Pa.
She is the first woman president
in the club's So-year history.

chapter coordinator.

City-based firm specializing in his-

Plate, a sister company of

toric preservation, planning, and

American Kitchen Associates, a
design firm specializing in import-

adaptive reuse. She received a

Stacey Hamilton '8g (ECS) of

master of science degree in his-

ing unique tabletop ceramics for

Pleasantville, N.J., is an electronics

toric preservation from Columbia

the home.

engineer at the FA/:\s William J.

University.

Mario Arbore 'g1 (ARC) opened an

Hughes Technical Center. As a

Todd S. Engel 'go (H D), G'g6 (LAW)

architectural firm and completed

Color Government and Defense
Technology Award, she was hon-

received the H. Hiram Weisberg
Award from the Syracuse Jewish

an upscale restaurant project in
Tribeca, N.Y.

ored for her outstanding contribu-

Foundation as the Young Jewish

tions in community service.

Leader of the Year. The Weisberg

recipient of a 2002 Women of

Jeffrey Y. Ho '88 (ECS) of

Award is given annually to a mem-

Jeffrey M. Brown 'g1 (A&S) of
Wa lpole, Mass., is a client relationship manager at SPSS in

Melbourne, Fla., is a senior engi-

Louise Hayes G'8g (MAX) of

ber of the Syracuse Jewish commu-

neer with Harris Corporation.

Philadelphia is a st aff attorney

nity who has displayed the characteristics of a leader through involve-

James K. Burton G'g1 (MAN) is

ment in community activities.

deputy inspector general of the

with Community Legal Services.

Nancy Krucher '88 (A&S) of
Hillsdale, N.J., is an assistant pro-

Kendall Kalkstein '8g (VPA) of

fessor of biology at Pace

Boulder, Colo., is an art teacher at

University in Pleasantville, N.Y.

Legacy High School.

Pamela Robbins Nichols '88

Elise Rosenthal G'8g (NEW) of

(NEW) and hu sband Ray of
Chand ler, Ariz., announce the birth

New York City is an executive
assistant with JMG.

of their daughter, Hannah Jewell.

Carlos A. Santos '8g (NEW) of
Priscilla Chin O'Carroll '88 (MAN)

Houston is in communications at

and husband Robert announce

TXU Energy.

the birth of their twins, Keiran
James and Emma Caitlin. O'Carroll
is a resea rch manager at the public relations fi rm of Hill &
Knowlton in New York City.

Mary Guilmette Struzinsky '8g,
G'g2 (SWK) and husba nd Jim
Struzinsky 'go (HD) announce the
birth of their daughter Nicole,
who joins big sister Aimee. Ma ry

William Schofield '88 (A&S) of

is director of a treatment foster

Princeton, N.J., is the regiona l

ca re and adoption agency, and Jim

executive for the American Cancer

is an elementary school t eacher.

Karen Farnham Fazioli 'go (A&S)
and husband Michael F. Fazioli 'g1

City is a neurophysiology special-

Greenblum & Bernstein.

ist and assistant professor of neurosurgery at Beth Israel M edica l
Center and Albert Einstein College
of M edicine.

Robin J. Toia '88 (HD) of Manlius,
N.Y., is assistant vice president of
M&T Bank, where she is responsible for marketing, special events,
public relations, and retail support
for the Syracuse/Utica area. She
also chairs the bank's Charitable
Contributions Foundation.

Richard M. Whalen '8g (A&S) is
manager of the CBS 2lnformation
Center at WCBS-TV in New York.

James M. Wood G'8g (EDU) of San
Diego is owner/president of Wish

Fort Knox, Ky.

(NEW) of Fairfield, Conn., an-

Paul Cumello 'g1 (A&S) is pursuing
a master's degree in the physician
ass istant program at Nova South-

M atthew, who joins big sister Kate.

Marjorie Field 'go (HD) married

eastern University in Florida.

Scott Sandberg. She is a second-

Amy Spector Effron 'g1 (NEW) and

grade teacher of gifted and talent-

husband Steven of Poughkeepsie,
N.Y., announce the birt h of t heir

ed students in Takoma Park, Md.

Jonathan Glenn 'go (NEW) and
wife Dana announce the birth of
their daughter, Emily. Glenn edits

daughter, Lindsay Paige. Effron is
ma rketing manager f or Ethan
Allen Personnel Group.

and produces t rai lers and TV spots

Eric Markson 'g1 (A&S) of North

for the motion picture industry.

Miami Beach, Fla., is a chiropractor
at Markson Chiropractic in
Pia ntation, Fla.

Eileen Maroney 'g1 (VPA) and

Ronald F. Sulpizio '8g (ECS) of
Fairfax, Va., is an attorney with

U.S. Army Recruiting Command at

nounce the birth of their son Jake

Society in New York City.

Jay L. Shils '88 (ECS) of New York

Cambridge, Mass.

fi ance Henry Purcell announce the
birth of their daughter, McKenna
Pennsylvania

Jean. M aroney is a data ana lyst

Representative Jane Baker.

with DynCorp in Syracuse.

Steven C. Johannes 'go (A&S) of

John J. McCormick 'g1 (ECS) of

Minturn, Colo., works for Battle

Largo, Fla., is senior software engi-

Mountain Hardwood Flooring.

neer at Raytheon.

Steven J. Macri 'go (MAN) of

David Nasser 'g1 (A&S/EDU) of

Naples, Fla., is an MVP controller

Alpharetta, Ga., is a senior account

with the Gartner Group.

executive for BEA Systems.

Christopher O'Brien G'go (LAW) of

Richard S. Saliba 'g1 (1ST) of

g uides to resta urants and enter-

Niskayuna, N.Y., co-wrote the

Liverpool, N.Y., is a systems engi-

t ainment venues for groups

book, The New New

You Were Here, a "receptive tou r
operator" company that arranges
activities, tours, hotel and transportation arrangements, and

coming into a new area.

Felicia D. Blakeney '8g (NEW) is
coordinator of the Technology
Retraining Internship Program at

Economy: Yet
Another Clueless Business
Manifesto for the Post Digital Age

neer Ill with Excellus. He and his
wife, Donna Gorte '78 (A& S), have
a daughter, Lauren Rose.

(AMACOM).
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Stacy H. Small '91 (NEW) of New
York City is editorial director of Elite
Traveler Magazine, an upscale luxury travel and lifestyle publication.

Wendy Larchick Irizarry '92
(A& SINEW) of Scottsdale, Ariz., is
corporate counsel at the First
National Bank of Arizona.

Steven M. Toole '91 (NEW) and
wife Kerry of Reston, Va., announce the birth of their son
Collin Matthew, who joins big
brothers Aidan and Liam.

Harvinder S. Malhotra G'92 (1ST)
of Manchester, Conn., is lead infrastructure architect for CSA.

Eric Westry '91 (A&S) married
Maria Arndt of Waterbury, Conn.

Thomas F. Yezerski '91 (VPA) of
Rutherford, N.J., illustrated the
book, A Full Hand (Farrar, Straus,
and Giroux).

University Theological Seminary.
He is an ordained minister at
Centerville Seventh-Day Adventist

Robert W. Bales '92 (A&S) of
Conshohocken, Pa., is a physician
at Bryn M awr Family Practice.

Church in Dayton, Ohio, where he

David W. Donovan '92 (NEW) is a
senior account executive for Dan
Klores Communications in New
York City.

Kebra Ross '92, G'95 (MAN), G'95
(LAW) of Brooklyn, N.Y., is
employed by Philip Morris
Companies.

Sonya Mustafa Ferris '92 (HD) and
husband F. Henry of Barrington,
Ill., announce the birth of their
twin sons, William English and
Andrew Mitchell. Ferris is a communications manager with
Allstate Insurance Company.

Corey J. Scialdo '92 (MAN) married
Heather Farouche. He is a health
care reim bursement manager at
Bassett Healthcare in Cooperstown, N.Y.

Janice Hagadorn Foley G'92 (NEW)
is vice president of corporate communications at the Boston Stock
Exchange.
Kiran Handa Gaudioso '92 (A&S)
of Livingston, N.J., is vice president
of Results Collaborative, a consulting firm focusing on organizational development. She and husband

Peter Gaudioso '91 (A&S) have
two children.

Maureen K. Hartnett '92 (NEW) of
New York City is director of advertising for Showtime Networks.

serves as associate pastor, with an
emphasis on youth ministry.

Brooke Novick Weinstein '92
(A&S/NEW) and husband Mac
Weinstein '92 (A&S/NEW) of West
Orange, N.J., announce the birth
of their son, Garrett Blake. Brooke
is a corporate marketing manager
for the engineering firm,
Dewberry-Good kind, and Mac is a
senior accountant with Dischino
& Associates.
Ronald A. Wilson '92 (A&S) of
Tucson, Ariz., w as sworn in as presiding judge for South Tucson
Municipal Court.

daughter, Camryn Leigh. Zavacky
is a major account manager for
Synergis Technologies, a CAD and
design software solutions provider
in Quakertown, Pa.

Gerald Beyer '93 (NEW) produced
Footlong, a documentary about
the hot dog and its impact on
American culture.
Michael Bucci '93 (ECS), G'94
(MAN) and wife Tamara of
Pleasantville, N.Y., announce the
birth of their son, Daniel Bryan.
Bucci is a programmer/analyst for
Credit Suisse First Boston in New
York City.

Daniel G. Solomon '93 (NEW) of
Sandwich, Mass., is a producer at
WQRC/WOCN Radio.
Christine Schantz Speedy '93
(MAN) of Lighthouse Point, Fla., is
president/owner of Schantz Inc., a
marketing agency specializing in
perfume and cosmetics packaging.
Lorel Vaccaro '93 (A&S) of
Jacksonville, Fla., is the regional

Kristen Kumnick Calhoun '93
(MAN) of Westborough, Mass., is
an education program specialist
with The M ath Works in Natick.
John P. Crangle G'93 (EDU) of
Syracuse received the 28th annual
Light Work grant in photography.
The grant's purpose is to foster an
understanding and appreciation
for the photographic arts in
Central New York.

quality management representative for Biolife Plasma Services.

Darren D. Weiss '93 (MAN) and
wife Marcia of Eagleville, Pa.,
announce the birth of their son,
Ethan Harris.

Shampa Biswas G'94 (MAX). assistant professor of politics at
Whitman College in Walla Walla,
Wash., received the Robert Y. Flu no
Award for Excellence in Teaching

Diane Zarnock Hennessy G'93
(EDU) of Walkersville, Md., is a
counselor at Washington County
Public Schools.
Christopher Licht '93 (NEW) of San
Jose, Ca lif., is executive producer
for NBC-3.

the Social Sciences.

Matthew P. Calhoun '94 (A&S) of
Westborough, Mass., is an installation manager at Comverse in
Wakefield, M ass.
Juliet S. Fattel '94 (A&S) is an
assistant public defender in the
13th Judicial Circuit of Florida,
Hillborough County.
Nicholas J. Feliccia '94 (ECS) of
Silver Spring, Md., is lead RF engineer at AT&T Wireless.

firm Honigman Miller Schwartz
and Cohn, where he specializes in

Eric H. Witlin G'92 (LAW) is con-

Jason M. Rosenman '93 (VPA) was
invested as a cantor at the 2002
Investiture and Ordination
Services at Hebrew Union CollegeJewish Institute of Religion in
New York City.

labor and employment matters.

tributing author of Giving
(Quantum Press), a book he cowrote with David J. Zumpano G'92
(LAW). It is the eighth text in the
Esperti Peterson Institute

Timothy J. Gowan '94 (ARC) of
Queens received t he John Koch
Award for painting in the 17']1:h
annual Invitational Exhibit of
American Artists at the National
Academy of Design in New York
City. He is an architect at DBCC
Architects.

Contributory Book Series.
n, a manufacturer of innovative medical diagnostic equipment, patient monitoring syst ems,
and miniature precision lamps,
locat ed in Skaneat eles Falls, N.Y.
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Lynne Woehrle G'92, G'95 (MAX)
of Wauwatosa, Wis., is assistant
professor of sociology at Mount
Mary College in Milwaukee.
Jennifer Pfeiffer Zavacky '92
(NEW) and husband Louis
announce the birth of their

on the season f inale of Law &
Order.

Kellie Roadarmel '93 (A&S) of
West Newbu ry, Mass., married
M att Gentil. She is a recruiting
operations manager at Boston
University.

Sarah Crotty Herda '94 (VPA) of
Maplewood, N.J., is owner and
designer ofThe Third Floor, a pattern and product design firm.
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House in
Washington, D.C., before participating in the local portion of the
cross-country torch relay preceding the Salt Lake City Winter

Terence P. Donohue G'95 (MAN) of

Timothy Mahar '95 (VPA) of

Bristol, Conn., is regional sales
director for lNG, a financial se r-

Liverpool, N.Y., is assistant dean for
external relations at Syracuse

vices company in Rocky Hill, Conn.

University's College of Visual and

He received the Silver Anvil Award

Performing Arts.

from the Public Relation s Society

Alexis B. Glaser '95 (VPA) married
Andrea V. Marshall '95 (A&S) of

garten t eacher at the Town School

London, England, is a manage-

in New York City.

ment cons ultant with Cap Gemini
Ernst & Young.
'95 (NEW)
earned a master

and received a wreath from Greek

of business

Ambassador Alexander Philon

administ ration in
management
degree from the University of
Business.
lisa Grossman '95 (NEW) of

Matusiak is an electronic control
systems engineer at New York Air

Washington, D.C., is vice president
of communications for America's

Brake in Watertown, N.Y.

Promise in Alexandria, Va.

Danielle Francese Medina '94
(NEW) and husband Kevin T.

Jennifer Hairie '95 (A&S) is a
senior att orney with the New York

Medina '93 (A&S) of New York City
announce the birth of their

t al Con servation.

daughter, Jordan Alexis. Danielle is
broadcast supervisor at M ediaVest

Diane Fischer Hoffman '95 (ARC)

State Department of Environ men-

Worldwide and works on the

and husband Michael A. Hoffman

Paramount Pictures account. Kevin

'93 (A&S) announce the birth of

is an attorney and senior compli-

their daughter, Maisy Fischer.

ance analyst at Allianz Dresdner

Diane is an information architect

Asset M anagement.

f or Scie nt , an Internet consult ing
f irm, and Michael is a senior producer at M ajor League Baseball

Veazie, M aine, is an account man-

Advanced M edia, producing t he

ager for MBNA America.

official web sites for all major

Rachel E. Robinson '94 (VPA) of Los

league teams as well as MLB.com.

Angeles is a freelance journalist.
Tania Sawa-Priatka ' 94 (A&S) of
Cos Cob, Conn., j oined OutlookSoft
named one of

Corporation, a global leader in
business performance management market space.

the top under""-''-""C....Z"-"..__, graduate teaching professors at Northern Illinois

Leslie Stein Sommer '94 (VPA/
EDU) and husband Joseph of

University. A professor of polit ical
science, he received the Excellence

Morris Plains, N.J., announce the

in Undergraduat e Teaching

birth of t heir son, Dylan Sh ane.

Award, the universit y's longest-

Sommer is an account manager

sta nding faculty honor.

for West Essex Graphics.
Mark Teringo G'94 (NEW) is a
copywrit er in the creative depart-

Patrick Kehoe G' 95 (LAW) of
Niskayuna, N.Y., is vice president
and genera l counsel of t he New

ment at McKinney & Silver, where

York Raci ng Association in Ozone

he w orks on t he agency's Audi

Pa rk, N.Y.

and Krystal Rest aurants accounts
with his wif e Ba rbara, w ho is t he
art direct or.

award is one of the highest honors in the public relations industry.

Maj. Miquelle "Mickey" Miller '97

Houston Bauer College of

birth of their son, Jarod Luke.

James M. Parker '94 (A&S) of

of CheckFree Corporation. The

Felicia R. Griffin

sent Americans of Greek ancestry

Richard J. Matusiak Jr. '94 (ECS)
and wife Debra announce the

m unications in Waltham, Mass.

of America for his work on behalf

Scott A. Silver. She is a kinder-

Games. He was chosen to repre-

after passing by the embassy on
the relay route.

Mark W. McCiennan '95 (A&S/
NEW) works for Schwartz Com-

Lance Lionetti '9 5 (VPA) of East
Elmhurst , N.Y., is a designer f or

U.S. AIR FORCE MAJ. MIQUELLE "MICKEY" MILLER LOVES FLYING
in a C-9 military plane. As a senior flight nurse stationed at Scott
Air Force Base in Illinois, Miller and her flight crew-two additional nurses and two medical technicians-care for injured soldiers on the ground and in flight during transport. " It's a hospital
in the sky, except we can't do surgery," Miller says of the C-9,
which can carry up to 40 patients. " Weather patterns are
too intense."
Like many Americans Miller has faced new challenges since t he
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. " Getting on base is like trying to get into Fort Knox," she says, comparing the heightened
security measures to those
civilians encounter at t he
nation's airports. Miller also
believes her job has become
more important than ever, and
says respect for U.S. military
forces has increased. " When
strangers see my military I.D.,
they thank me for what I'm
doing," says Miller, a graduate of the College of Nursing.
"I'm proud to be part of this
campaign against terrorism."
When Miller enlisted in
1998, she already had 15
years of nursing experience.
She was also familiar wit h the
military: She had followed
her husband, John, from base
to base for 11 years before
she enlisted. "I wanted to do what an Air Force flight nurse
does," she says. "Now, when the Air Force says to fly, I fly."
The soft-spoken major wants to save as many lives as possible. She reviews 6o to 90 patient records daily to ensure that
injured soldiers are properly transported and receive appropriate
medical care. As part of her duties, she also evaluates whether a
patient can endure t he stresses of flight. "Change in altitude
lessens the amount of oxygen in a plane," she says. "It can kill
you if you're not properly taken care of."
Once Miller completes 20 years of service, she plans to retire
with full colonel status. "Yes, I wear combat boots," she says.
"And I'd die for my country."
-Lisa Miles

Allison M anufacturi ng Company.
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Monita Chatterjee G'94
PUZZLES HAVE ALWAYS CAPTURED MONITA CHATTERJEE'S
attention. As a child in Calcutta, India, she enjoyed math and science because they required her to piece together information to
reach a clear solution. Today, as a scientist at the internationally
renowned House Ear Institute (HEI) in Los Angeles, she is working on her most difficult puzzle to date-figuring out how to help
people who are deaf hear again. "I'm still trying to identify all the
pieces of this puzzle, and the pieces don't always fit together,"
says Chatterjee, who earned a Ph.D. in bioengineering at SU.
"The puzzles have become much more difficult, but the challenge to find the solution is what still keeps.me going."
Chatterjee remembers one of the first times she realized that
science could play a dramatic role in repairing damaged parts of
the human body. She was a
12-year-old volunteer at the
Cheshire Homes, an institution in Calcutta for children
with severe disabilities.
"Many of these kids had
serious neurological disorders," she says. "I became
very interested in the brain
and the nervous system,
how it worked, and how one
could design prostheses to
help people with such disorders. At that time, the
field of neuroengineering
didn't really exist in India,
and I sort of made up the
field in my head."
After earning an undergraduate degree in electrical engineering from Jadavpur University in Calcutta, Chatterjee
discovered that her "made-up" field of bioengineering existed
at SU's Institute for Sensory Research (ISR), and she enrolled in
the department's neuroscience doctoral program in 1988. "It
was the best decision I ever made," she says. At Syracuse, she
worked closely with her dissertation advisor, Professor Jozef
Zwislocki, and Professor Robert Smith G'73, who introduced her
to auditory physiology. Smith, director of ISR, recently received
a grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to work with
Chatterjee and other HEI researchers and learn about cochlear
implants, prosthetic devices that help restore some hearing to
people who are deaf through electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve. "One of the greatest rewards for a faculty member is
learning from one's students," Smith says. "I plan to continue
my collaboration with Monita on my return to Syracuse and
enlist her aid in creating a cochlear-implant research program at
ISR as a key part of our new Ph.D. in bioengineering."
Chatterjee is currently working under a s-year, $1.17 million
NIH grant to improve cochlear implant users' hearing in a noisy
environment. She also wants to launch a campaign to educate
Americans and the international community about cochlear
implants and medical services available to those with impaired
hearing. "At present, it's difficult for low-income people with
hearing loss to obtain access to high-quality prostheses or audiological services," Chatterjee says. "I'd like to change that."
- Margaret Costello
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Nelissa Nowicki

Matthew J. Karpenko ' 96 (A&S)

Rutishauser G'95
(EDU) of Holland

of Johnson City, N.Y., earned a
master of science degree from

Patent, N.Y., is

SUNY Buffalo and a doctor of

assistant profes-

osteopathic medicine degree from

sor of mathemat -

Lake Erie College of Ost eopathic

ics at Mohawk Valley Community

Medicine. He received t he

College in Utica, N.Y.

research excellence awa rd from
La ke Erie College for his work in

Christopher Sandelli '95 (A&S) of
Hermosa Beach, Calif., is a senior

cancer genetics at Roswell Park
Cancer Institute.

network administrator with
M aj est ic Realty.

Mark J. Koziol G'96 (VPA) published his fi rst conf erence pa per

Jeremy P. Tondreault '95 (ECS)
married Samantha Clemons. They
are both employed at BAE
Systems in Nashua, N.H.

titled, "Riding to t he Rescue: How
Theodore Roosevelt Saved the Erie
Canal." The paper was published
in the Hudson Valley Regional

Mick VanVranken G'95 (NEW) is

Review, a publicat ion of Bard

senior research associat e at Know -

College.

ledge Systems & Resea rch in
Syracuse. He oversees the survey
design, analysis, and presentation
of multiple projects for both loca l
and nat ional clients in the tech-

Joseph A. Lenti '96 (NEW) married
Jennifer Outlaw. He is working on
a master of divinity degree at
Garrett-Evangelical Theological
Seminary.

nology industry, telecom munications, fi nance, and energy / utility

Suhal Kenkre lewis '96 (VPA) is

indust ries.

senior art director for Elkman/
Alexander & Part ners in
Philadelphia.

icago. She is
head teacher at the University of

design team for
ger Di Paola

Ch icago Laboratory Schools.

Kemp Design
(JDK) in Burlingt on, Vt.

Douglas G. Barnum ' 96 (VPA) of
M arblehead, M ass., is owner of
Pinnacle Finish.

Jason Lumia G' 96 (MAX) of
Alexandria, Va., is federal liaison
f or t he Office of the Governor,

Annette Earl Bonner G'96 (EDU) of

Commonwealth of Kentucky.

Mont gomery Village, Md., is proj ect manager of M etro Tech in
Wheaton, Md.

Noah T. Maslan '96 (A&S) of
Cambridge, M ass., received a master's degree in city planning f rom

Jason Fischer '96 (MAN) of Ladera
Ranch, Calif., is a senior consu ltant
wit h Cap Gemini Ernst & Young.

t he M assachusetts Institute of
Technology. He is w orking in
urban development in Boston.

Rebecca Sample Gerstrung '96
(A&S/NEW) is co-aut hor of

Cooking Club Cookbook (Villard
Books), a book t hat tells the st ory
of how six friends learned to cook,
the recipes they creat ed, and the
f un t hey had along t he w ay.
M arc Hartzman '96 (A&S) wrote

ior media
planner/buyer at lnt elliMedia, and
M arc is a logist ics manager at

the book, Found on eBay: 10 1

Echodata. They reside in Laf ayette

Genuinely Bizarre Items from the
World's Online Yard Sale (Un iverse/

Hill, Pa.

Rizzol i). He is an advertising copyw riter in New York Cit y.

A. Zeynep Ozandag '96 (VPA) is a
project manager for LVMH
Fashion Group in New York City.
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Christopher A. Pollone '96

Wendy Barrer Gartenberg '97

(A&S/NEW) is a news reporter at
WVTM-TV in Birmingham, Ala.

(SWK) and Ira L. Gartenberg '97,
G'99 (EDU) of Doylestown, Pa.,
announce the birth of their

Stacey Dawn Rubain '96 (A&S) of
New Carrollton, Md., is an attorney with the Office of the
Corporation Counsel in
Washington, D.C.

Craig J. Rybczynski G'96 (NEW) is
the radio color analyst for the
Rochester Rattlers of Major
League Lacrosse. He is also the
play-by-play broadcaster for the
Rochester Knighthawks and produces/co-hosts the weekly hockey
talk show, Amerks Hockey Talk.

Olympia, Wash., is a t ransportat ion planning specialist IV for the

daughter, Alexa Michele. Wendy is

an independent public relations,
investor relations, and integrated

Transportation.

a behavior specialist consultant

communications firm.

and Ira is a speech language
pathologist for the Central Bucks

t ariat of Treasury working on EU
and OECD affairs.

Kendra Ashcroft '97 (NEW) of
Jamaica Plain, Mass., is a teacher
for the Natick Public Schools.

research assistant at the
University of North Carolina-

William K. Gock '97 (MAN) of Fair

Chapel Hill.

Lawn, N.J., is a marketing coordinator with Symtron Systems, a
live-fire training system and center for firefighters.

D. Charles Houder G'97 (LAW) of
Ardmore, Pa., is a principal with

(A&S) of Alfred, N.Y., is a visiting

Gilberte Hunger '97 (NEW) of
West Palm Beach, Fla., is the call
center operations manager forGE

was the keynote speaker at the
Annual Achievement Awards
Dinner of ARC of Onondaga, an
agency that offers assistance to
people with developmental dis-

Jennifer Lynn-Lasichak G'97 (MAN)
was promoted to chief, program
Forces Command, U.S. Army in
Atlanta.

Kevin Maher '97 (NEW) was honreporting by the Syracuse Press
Club, the New York Associated
Press, and the New York State

of Edison, N.J., is a programmer
analyst with Goldman Sachs & Co.
in New York City.

Roslyn Heights, N.Y., is head of
television development at

Lake City is director of marketing

Alexandria, Va ., is education and
training associate with the

f or Tom ax Corp.

Tuckahoe School District in
Eastchester, N.Y.

Brian lwano. She is the human
resources representative for
Wegmans Food Markets in
M analapan, N.J.

Mohamed T. EI-Zeiny G'99 (ECS) of
Anaheim, Calif., is a product development engineer with FCI

ian Maurer '97, G'99 (ECS) of
Lakewood, Ohio, is a selfemployed software engineer.

Peter Rando G'97 (MAN) of San
manager for Cisco Systems.

Dena Baldasar Singer '97 (VPA)
and husband Garrett Singer '96
(ARC) annou nce the birth of their

(NEW) is a news producer for
WNYW-TV FOX 5 in New York City.

Southern Cayuga School District
projects.

Arun D. Chawan 'oo (ECS) of
Berkeley, Calif., received a master

Ebonee Hamilton-Greenhouse '99

of science degree in mechanical
engineering from the University

(A&S) earned a J.D. degree from

5 in Syracuse.

Architects, where
he works on the Laurens and

Electronics.

Georgetown University Law

daughter, Billie Dove. They own

Michelle Williams Donovan '97

son Benedict
G'oo (ARC) of

Adanil Rosario '98 (A&S) married

of Ca lifornia at Berkeley.

Center. Last fall she began a judi-

Amnat Chittaphong 'oo (A&S) is

cial clerkship w ith Judge Arthur

director of multicultural affairs at

D'ltalia, Superior Court of New

Siena College in Loudonville, N.Y.

Jersey.

Mary Beth Cryan 'oo (VPA) of
Sean Hynes G'99 (MAN) of Syracuse

Pawtucket, R.I., is a toy designer at

joined Knowledge Systems &

Easy Aces/Club Earth.

Research as a research analyst.

Lucilla D'Agostino 'oo (NEW) of

M arc DiGiacomo. She is a special
education teacher for the

'OOs

Crislyn DeMasi Lumia '98 (A&S) of

He is the sports director at WTVH-

Jose, Calif., is a se nior marketing

Dina D'Agostino '97 (EDU) married

Jordan Harman '98 (NEW) of

Public Broadcasters Association .

abilities and thei r families.

Prasert Chirachanakul G'97 (ECS)

Platinum Magazine in Boston.

Baltimore.

National League of Cities.

Clinical Services.

ored for outstanding sports

Juli Greene Boeheim G'97 (EDU)

5 p.m. producer for WJZ-TV in

sity and is editorial director for

Ravindra Bagal 'oo (LAW) of Salt

assistant professor at Alfred
University.

Boston Univer-

Micah B. Gelman '98 (NEW) is the

Emotional Pictu res Corporation.

Malvern, Pa.

and manpower division, G8 at HQ

James H. Atchley G'97, G'99, G'o1

Washington State Department of

Jill Chrencik '98 (A&S) is a

School District.

Ankara, Turkey, is head of a department in the Turkish Undersecre-

Thomas L. Smith G'99 (MAX) of

utive with Makovsky & Company,

Strategic Realty Investments of

Alev lzci Yildirim G'96 (MAX) of

Elyse Blazey '98 (NEW) of New
York City is a senior account exec-

Lisa Mastromatteo Johanning '99
(MAN) of Lancaster, Pa., is a
human resource officer with

Hampton, N.J., is production
supervisor at Emotional Pictures
Corporation.

Fulton Financial Corp.

Krysanthe Dawes 'oo (A&S) is an

Garrett Singer Architect, an

Meagan O'Connell '99 (A&S/

associat e investment specia list

architectural and design firm in

NEW) of Watertown, Mass., is a

wit h Charles Schwab & Company

New York City.

news producer for WCVB-TV.

in Atlanta.

Holly Singer '97

Felicia Schecter '99 (A&S) of New

Judilyn F. DelaCruz 'oo (MAN) of

(VPA) married

York City is a program administrator for VASCA.

consultant with Plutus Enterprises

Deanna J. Durante '97 (NEW) of
Brown Deer, Wis., is weekend
anchor at FOX-6 in Milwaukee.

M ark M . Cheskes.
She is a designer

Eric M. Finer '97 (ECS) of Newton,

for M aca, a t ex-...~...-. tile converter in

M ass., is a chemical process engineer at Bayer Corp.

Purchase, N.Y.

Noelle Urbano Slater '99 (ECS) of

West Los Angeles is a t echnical
in El Segundo, Ca lif.

Clifton Park, N.Y., is an environmen-

Bethany A. DiRobbio 'oo (EDU)

t al engineer for M alcolm Pirnie.

received a master of science degree
in clinical speech pathology from
Northern Arizona University. She
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received the Outstanding Graduate
Clinician award and will be com-

Kathena Francis 'oo (HD) of

Katherine J. Genewick ' oo

Mohawk Valley Com m unity

Brooklyn, N.Y., received a master of

(A&S/EDU) of Los Angeles is oper-

pleting a clinical externship at the

arts degree in marriage and fami-

ations ad ministrator at All Area

College, where he t eaches food
presentation and food services.

ly therapy from the University of

Plumbing.

Memorial Hospital of Rhode Island.

David Goldberg ' 01 (MAN) of

Connecticut.
Nancy M. Goben G'oo (NUR), G'o2

Miami, Fla., is pursuing a master's

(HD) is a certified diabetes and

degree at t he University of Miami.

insulin pump trainer for Corning

Roberta "Bobbie" Schofield '57, G'77

Hospital Healthworks in Paint ed
Post, N.Y.

Christine E. Helmes '01 (A&S) of
Washington, D.C., is staff assistant
in the Office of U.S. Co ngressman

Eve Hosford G'oo (SWK) married

WHEN ROBERTA "BOBBIE" SCHOFIELD RETIRED AND MOVED
from Central New York to Pointe Verda Beach, Florida, she knew
her connection to Syracuse would stay strong. Schofield's 44year dedication to and love for the area warranted a jaunt back
to her old SU stomping grounds for Reunion Weekend. During
her visit, she was awarded the George Arents Pioneer Medal for
excellence in the field of human services. "The ceremony was
absolutely phenomenal," says Schofield, who earned an undergraduate degree in home economics and a master's degree in
social work. "I was thrilled and honored, and display my medal
in a prominent place in my home."
Schofield retired last January as the executive director of the
Syracuse Salvation Army, where she worked for 27 years.
Holding the highest ranking position possible for a lay professional within the organization, Schofield turned the 35-employee
Syracuse branch of the Salvation
Army...:...which served 10 commu nity programs with a $6oo,ooo
budget- into one of the largest
nonprofit service providers in
upstate New York. Today, the
organization works with a $14
million budget, has 350 employees at 17 locations, and oversees
44 community programs.
During her tenure, Schofield
was instrumental in developing
several Salvation Army community programs. She was a proponent for Booth House, the first
New York State-funded crisis shelter for runaway teens. She
also organized Dome Day, an annual food drive. Now in its 2oth
year, Dome Day is a collaborative effort between the University
community and the Salvation Army that was established to collect donations from SU football fans on the day of a game.
Schofield's devotion to the organization-which earned her
the Salvation Army National Commander's Award for
Excellence - may lead her to do volunteer work and consulting
with the Salvation Army in jacksonville, Florida, after she settles
into her new home. "Right now I'm getting used to a new pace in
life and getting acquainted with a new neighborhood," she says.
Schofield also hopes to complete a Ph.D. in social science
from the Maxwell School that she's been working on for 10
years. "I never dreamed when I arrived at Syracuse as a gangly
17-year-old freshman that I'd begin a lifelong love affair with an
institution that I've been so proud of," she says.

Vito J. Fosse II a.

Kerry Gotham G'oo (EDU). She
is a child crisis specia list w ith
Via Healt h-Genesee M enta l Healt h
Center in Rochester, N.Y.
Robert Raffety G'oo (LAW) of
Arlington, Va., is program d irector
for the M ercatus Center at George
M ason University and a part -t ime
student in t he law and economics
program.
Steven Schnall ' oo (NEW) is sen ior
director/prod ucer at WCNY-TV in
Syracuse, w here he directs and
produces t he daily Hour CNY program and creates the look for new
progra m s for broadcast in 19
Central New York counties.
Leslie Dise Stroope 'oo (MAN) of

Alvin Klee G'01 (1ST) of Alexand ria,
Va., is a lieutenant colo nel in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Kimberly Kohatsu '01 (A&S/NEW)
of Springfield, Va., is pursuing a
master's deg ree in advertising at
the Ad center at Virginia Commonw ea lth University.
Kelly Gilleece Kwasniewski 'o1
(NUR) of Sherman Oaks, Calif., is a
critical care nu rse in surgicaiiCU
at the VA Hospital of Greater Los
Angeles.
Michael P. McDonough '01
(A&S/ NEW) is national direct or of
communications for Phi Kappa
Theta fraternity.

Rocky Hill, Conn., is a financial

Keith McGuinnes ' 01 (ECS) of

analyst in sales operations f o r

Pittsburgh is a software engineer

General Elect ric Ind ustrial

f or IBM.

Syst em s.
Matthew M. Roman '01 (VPA) of
Kimberly Anderson ' 01 (A&S/

Noblesville, Ind., is the director of

NEW) of Arlington, Va., is a man-

expansion for Phi Kappa Theta

agement analyst for KPMG

International Fraternity.

Consulting.
Noelle Skube '01 (1ST) of Berryville,
Gregory Bauman 'o1 (A&S) of

Va., is w eb mast er at Casualty

Midd letow n, N.Y., is a medica l stu-

Actuarial Society.

dent at St. George Universit y
School of M edicine.

Jennifer W. Kranzel ' o2 (MAN) of
Williamsville, N.Y., is district man-

Edwin A. Cook G'o1 (MAN) of Glen

ager for Aldi Foods.

Allen, Va., is a f inancial advisor for
M errill Lynch.

Gregory M . Sommer ' 02 (ECS) of
Glendale, Ca lif., is a civil engineer.

Gregory D. Duke '01 (VPA) com plet ed basic t raining at t he
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Pa rris
Island, S.C.

- Lisa Miles
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In emor1am
Notices of deaths must be accompanied by a copy of an obituary or memorial
card. Send to: Alumni Editor, Alumni News; 820 Comstock Avenue, Room 308;
Syracuse NY 13244-5040; fax 315-443-5425.

1957
1958

Gordon H. Bidwell, Nelson R. Gratzer,
Lois O'Hare McAl lister, Henry Sw ender, Albert
P. Vaccaro

1959

Ray mond S. Cottrell Jr., Patrick A.
Domenico, Frede rickS. Hopkins Jr.

1960
1925

Clara Miles Lincoln

1926

Madeline Klassen Holbert, Phyllis
S. Miner

1927

Kenneth E. Gray, Mildred Kornblite
Grossman, Lucile Merrifield Monaghan, Lucille
Oppenheim Orenstein, Lewis B. Shattuck

1943

Eugene J. Bianco, E. Leonard Clark Jr.,
Florence Zabriskie Henderson, Clinton J. Ke lly,
Dorothy Neher Law, Roy 0. Malmgren, Ruth G.
O'Brien, Thomas J. Qualtere, Mary Becker
Robinson, Herman Roth, John E. Standard,
William E. Ulrich, Mary Scott Winans

1944

Evelyn Case Hunt, Kenneth L. Jones,
Leonore Pieri Lynch, Elizabeth Clark Reiss

Mary Blake Arnold, Barbara Auerbach
Fillet, Alfred F. Gardella, Constance Parker Hi ll,
Robert L. Joseph, Dawn Cassidy Lewis

1929

1945

1928

Florence Dworsky Edwards, Anne J. Shea

1930

Inez Thomas meyer Hall, Walter B.
Koons, Loretta Lehman Sander, Gl adys Burn s
Sawner, Doris Burnh am Vick

1935

David C. Gilmour, Jay W. Gassner,
William G. Peacher, Eleanor Keeffe Thorn,
Ca roline Dunham Vanderwerker

1936

Ax ilda Chojnacki Chadwick, M ark E.
Con an Jr., James Hare, Edward P. Ka ise r, Nancy
Papworth Marshall, Frances Meek Roscoe,
Gertrude Clute Smith, Marian Foley Wickwire

Milton E. Weisbecker

John H. Bi shop, Walter B. Herr, Scot t A.
Sanford, Catherih e F. Savas, Dian ne Li llie Wa lsh

1963

1964

Robert E. Hamilton, Barbara Epstein

Lewis
Robert L. Blackmore, Hazel Durst
Brewer, Richa rd A. Garvais, Martin F. Killeen

1946 John R. Ralph

1967

Ron ald L. Garman, Arlis L. Suttles

1947

1968 Woodard B. Hopkins Jr., Walter S. Nels Jr.,
John B. Tedford

1948

Herman J. Dick, Ruth Evans Dungan,
Loui se Henderson Rhines

1962

Burton T. Moore, William R. Ouellette

1932

1934

Thornton A. Burwell, Jane Emerson
Fulco, John M . Gaffney, Robert A. Jen kin s

1966

John D. Emerich, George M.
McManmon, Harriet R. Prussing, Shirley
Johann is Vermouth, Lynne Puritz Warne r

Dale C. Braungart, Norman C. Randall

1961

1965

Earl L. Auyer, M arion M acDougald
Cook, Dretta Niles Emig, Clarence M.lverson,
Sidney Leibman

1933

Richa rd L. Anderson, Sheila Co le Corwin

Millacent Grimes Ocvirk, Stanley I. Root
Jr., Theodore J. Schmitt, Clarence H. Steinberger,
Robert C. Watson

1931

Florence Fenner Burnham, Cora Huff
Crandall, A. Paul Gia Ru sso, John D. Goeltz,
Florence Kratz Palumbo

Donald R. Althouse

Elizabeth W ilson Foster, Lionel S. Hel ler,
Catherine O'Hara Ly nch, June Mort lock
M arotta, William J. Morris, Sarah Pine
Philbrick, Leslie H. Sw enson

1949

Helen Smith Archie, Carlton J. Conrad,
John V. Diligent, Donald M. Dixon, Otto W. Ed ki n,
Suzanne Benjamin Fielding, Virginia Davis Geer,
Albert T. Gerber Jr., Walter Goodman, Janice
Britton Gri scavage,Jean Dwyer Madison,
Christopher Pallotta, Lawrence W. Ross Jr.,
Frederick A. Schultz, Arthur E. Spearing Jr.,
George L. Trapp, R. Scott Withers

1950

Richa rd J. Berman, Helene George
Dunlavey, Raymond A. Staerker

1969
1970

Michael Polito, Paul D. Rand Jr., Robert
M . Thompson

1971

Josephine R. Abady, Emily M accaro
Friedmann, Henry Gabe, Thomas C. Gordon

1973

Joel L. Li ndy, Sharon R. Mendola

1974

Thomas U. Gibbons, Thom as J. Rogers Jr.

1975

Edward A. Capozza, William A. Saulsberry

1976

Henry P. M ahakian, Dorothy Freyleue
Rose, Eliza beth Klin ko St evenson

1977

Barry Pl at sky, Valerie Lloyd Spears

James A. Barnes, Louis D. V. Palmer II,
Walter G. Schiess, George Strba, Walter R.
Zimm erman

Lee C. Estes, Marvin L. Gliedman,
Michael C. Licitra, Robert B. Porter Jr., Robert S.
Raymond, David H. Rodwell, Edwin R. Safford
II !,Jane M agaw Totm an, William J. Vogel,
Albert Volinsky

1979

Harry H. Stra us Ill

1938

1951

1981

1937

M argaret Lawrence Holton, Elmer H.
Jebo, Harry C. Jew ell, Ann Swizdun M cKinney,
Roger G. Moreland, John K. Sa rgent, M argaret
Brewer Schiltz, Richard W. Zirinsky

1939

Sa muel S. Atlas, M ary A. Bordon aro,
Eliza beth Gere Field er, George L.lnga lls, M ary
Jeski Patsos, M ary Quinn Schultz

1940 James H. Archibald Jr., Neil C. Bauer,
August ine J. Ca ito, Jam es D. M aher, M argaret
English Quinn, Dorothy Mylchreest Redmond,
Harrison K. Shirley, Richard L. Shoemaker

1941

Robert E. Brown, Richard G. Delaney,
Harold A. Futtrup, M arjorie Co rmack Jones,
Julian M. Ka ufman, Robert P. Laxt on, Wil liam J.
M artin, Dwight M . Murray, Edward Rook,
E. Al an Wood

1952

Carol Dow ney Bernh oft, George F.
Davi s, John Del las, M ary Sa unders Hu nt ley,
Ro bert L. Ke lly, H. Al lan Legge Jr., Emily M .
New comb, Muriel Pa rsons Shaffer, Leighton K.
Th ayer, William B. W infield Jr., Walter E. Walk

1953

David G. Anderson, Archie R. Lowery,
Veronica K. Meade, Eu gene Rogers, M ary-An ne
Riegert Simpson

Beatrice Wall ace Bishop, Angela Orsi n i
Bow e, Rosem ary Bohl Daley, Pet er J. Korst ad,
Robert G. M axon, M. M errill Miller, Walter A.
Osin ski, M ary C. Walier

1954

1942

1955

Girard C. Dunga n, DeForest E. Hale,
Felice Lave Ra ppoport, Sylvia Mulley
Sw arthout, Leighton J. Tiffault

Z. Thom as Dearden, Barbara Day
Theoba ld
Gabrielle Gu lden Hendley, Thoma s B.
Hobson Jr., M ary V. M orison

1956

Stanl ey M . Colella, Ca rrie B. Lovette,
Jose ph A. M arquisee, Edwin S.N. Wong

1980 Joseph Fryxell, Ruth M cCamman Nussey
Robert K. Craddock Jr.

1982

St an ley L. Greigg, Fait h S. Stein

1983

Mary R. Joseph

1984

Paul C. Red m er, Andrew C. Spitzler

1985

Beatrice Bea i-Annan

1987

Elisa C. Rosa

1988

Lou is P. Lucchesi

1992

Timothy E. Ga rri so n

1996

M arga ret Murphy Arva n

1997

Brian A. Ha rty

2000 Zachary P. Trifone
2003

Nicolas Del Pozo

Faculty Eric F. Gard ner, Rod ger A. M ack,
K. Douglas Nelson
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